4.8% ABV
This refreshing, amber coloured, premium ale from
Thwaites has a great, malty character and a distinctive
bitter orange finish.

3.8% ABV
Classic Burton pale ale which has a dry nutty flavour and
is very drinkable.

4.5% ABV
A rich, dark and exceptionally creamy stout with a fruity,
floral and spicy character derived from English aroma hops –
Fuggles and Goldings and a bitterness derived from roasted
malts.

ABV 3.8%
Well hopped light golden session bitter. Dry and
Refreshing enjoyed through a rich creamy head, brewed
in traditional cast iron and copper vessels.

ABV 3.8%
Crisp golden yellow ale with fruity, citrus hop aroma from
carefully selected English hops.

4.7% ABV
Brewed with Maris Otter and Optic malts and three hop
varieties: Fuggles, First Gold and Goldings, this is a beer
that is rich in fruitcake aromas, almonds and conserved
fruit. The deep copper colour, the fuller flavour and
premium ABV rewards the drinker in every mouthful.
4.3% ABV
A full flavoured, golden bitter, brewed using Maris Otter
barley and all Goldings hops. A generous handful of
crystal malt has been added to give a delicate flavour
and subtle aroma.

4.5% ABV
A well balanced all malt bitter, rich in colour, with a
classic hop character that is both refreshing and
satisfying.

ABV 4.5%
A rich dry hoppy beer derived from a blend of selected
malts to give the typical roasted style drunk originally by
the London Market Porters from whom the beer takes its
name.

ABV 4.1%
Traditionally brewed to celebrate the National Saint's Day
of Wales, St David's Ale is a light, daffodil coloured ale,
dry hopped with Styrian Goldings to create a thirst
quenching spring ale with a refreshing bite and dry hop
aroma.
3.7% ABV
A malty, full bodied ale with fruity hop flavours.

3.9% ABV
Pale coloured, moderately bittered, aromatic blond ale.
Stunning aromas of guava and gooseberries. Like a
Sauvignon blanc in aroma. Nice balance and aromatically,
punches well above its 3.9% weight. A superb value
bitter.

4.0% ABV
Hops abound in this classic beer. Goldings and Fuggles
hops, which are grown locally at Ledbury, Herefordshire
and blend perfectly with a balanced Maris Otter malt
character. For drinkers who appreciate beer with taste.

ABV 4.8%
A full and fruity flavoured beer, with a spicy aroma and
the sweet taste of success for every Englishman to
savour.

ABV 4.3%
A cask conditioned stout, Pitch Black delivers what you
would expect with roasted malts and dark, bitter tastes
prominent. The ideal drink to toast the rugby season.

